
  

Hello members, 
 

Fall is here and deer season in ramping up for 

many members. Before getting too busy, take 

the time to check your processes for not only 

fairness to your customers but, for profitability 

for your business. Never assume that you must 

be making money. Make products from any 

species that offer great value, not just a great 

price. The difference between the two is your 

hard work, time and attention and dedication 

to offering the best products. 
 

On September 23rd and 24th, the PAMP board 

members met to plan the 2018 convention. 

While there are still details to be worked out, 

we have a solid framework for what should be 

a great convention. Details should be available 

in the next newsletter. For a sneak peak, reach 

out to a board member or Renee, our es-

teemed secretary. Along that vein, consider 

applying for a PAMP Board of Director’s seat, if 

you would like to help shape the future of our 

great organization. 
 

John Louderback - President 
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The planning for the upcoming 79th Annual Convention and 

Supplier Showcase has begun. The Board has started the plan-

ning process and is looking forward to May 10-13th 2018. We 

will be back at the Penn Stater Conference Center and hoping 

to expand the supplier showcase and classes being offered. 

 

We are planning to start on Thursday.  Friday’s class will be 

about Emulsified Products.  There will be a few changes to the 

meat competition and we are hoping to exceed the number of 

booths we have at the supplier showcase to be over 70. These 

are just a few sneak peaks on what to 

expect and more details will follow.  
 

Be sure to save the date!! 

The Penn Stater Conference Center & The PAMP Board 

Emulsified Products 

 

Hurricanes Harvey and Irma have 

provided all the pictures and sto-

ries that the newscasts and newspaper columns could ever want in recent 

weeks.  Understandably, the focus has been on the here and now.  The US 

hog and pork industry has not been severely affected by Hurricane Irma 

but, at the time of writing, it remains to be seen if the tropical storm will 

affect facilities in North Carolina. However, I want to raise issues that go 

beyond the immediate impact of this extraordinary hurricane season. In 

particular, I want to draw attention to a “perfect storm” that may be de-

veloping because of the interaction of; China, the US dollar’s exchange 

rate, and hurricane-damaged infrastructure in the USA. President Trump 

plays a part too.  The US hog price could be on the floor by the end of the 

year if the interaction between nature and economics and government 

goes the wrong way.                                                                   CONT. ON PG 3 





Let’s start with China – a frequent subject of discussion here. In my last Blog I 

drew attention to the collapse in China’s demand for imported pigmeat. china 

trade june 2017The updated chart for this series is presented alongside (see 

Whole Hog Brief #271 for a more complete discussion of this issue) and this 

chart shows how China’s monthly demand for imports is now fast approaching 

its “norm”. The 2016 boom in imports is history and exports from the USA 

and from the EU have fallen significantly to China this year. That, in itself, 

should worry pigmeat exporters and Western pig producers.  But there is 

more to worry about. 
 

The US dollar has had a bad year – its exchange rate has fallen against all major 

trading partners. It’s down around 20% against the Mexican Peso and by about 

8% against the Canadian dollar. It’s also lost about 12% against the Euro. All 

this has happened since President Trump’s inauguration – that may be coinci-

dence and I will not dwell on the correlation except to say that Wall Street 

investors have been vocal in their dismay with Trump’s slow pace on his prom-

ised infrastructure spend and tax reforms.  The so-called “Trump bump” in US 

stocks petered out at about the same time as the dollar’s weakness began. 

Trump has, at least, not disrupted the export trade in US pork by tearing up 

NAFTA or KORUS (yet) so US farmers should be thankful for small mercies. 

And, although Wall Street has been disappointed in Trump, the farmers might 

want to thank Trump for the weak dollar. In Mexico, Japan, China and Canada, 

all those US pork exports will have looked relatively cheap as the months went 

by in 2017.  Now, what about those hurricanes and how do they link up with 

China and the US dollar? 
 

Let’s state the obvious – hurricane damage will need to be fixed. And since the 

damage has been extraordinary there will be a need for extraordinary expendi-

tures on repair and replacement. We are talking hundreds of billions of dollars 

to restore life in Houston and most of Florida to what it looked like before the 

storms. You can add in a few more hundreds of billions when the indirect and 

multiplier effects of these expenditures are taken into account. Voila – an infra-

structure programme arrives! And that means jobs and investment (and maybe 

inflation) and growth. Hence, the Trump bump may yet be on its way back and 

it could be enough to reverse the weakness in the US dollar. Furthermore, if 

Trump’s tax reforms ever arrive they would likely reinforce this reversal in the 

dollar as US companies bring dollars back to the USA. 
 

If (and I know that there are many ifs) China’s demand for imported pigmeat 

continues to fall, and the dollar strengthens we could see a situation in the 

USA where the current expansion of hog supplies arrives at a time when de-

mand is under serious pressure from weaker export demand and higher prices 

(in foreign currency terms). That’s the perfect storm. 

Continued from Page 1 

Ingredients 

2 cups water  

1 cup uncooked brown rice  

2 teaspoons chicken bouillon granules  

1/2 teaspoon curry powder  

1 pound bulk Italian sausage  

4 cups sliced fresh mushrooms  

1 small onion, chopped  

2 shallots, minced  

1 garlic clove, minced  

5 tablespoons dried currants  

1/4 cup chicken broth  

1 teaspoon poultry seasoning  

1/2 teaspoon rubbed sage  

1/4 teaspoon dried marjoram  

2 medium pie pumpkins (2-1/2 pounds each)  

1/2 teaspoon salt  

1/2 teaspoon garlic powder 
  
Directions 

In a large saucepan, bring the water, rice, bouil-

lon and curry powder to a boil. Reduce heat; 

cover and simmer for 45-50 minutes or until 

tender.   

Meanwhile, in a large skillet, cook sausage over 

medium heat until no longer pink; drain and set 

aside. In the same skillet, saute the mush-

rooms, onion and shallots for 3-5 minutes or 

until vegetables are tender. Add garlic; cook 1 

minute longer.  Reduce heat; add the currants, 

broth, poultry seasoning, sage and marjoram. 

Return sausage to the pan. Cook and stir for 5-

7 minutes or until liquid is absorbed. Remove 

from the heat; stir in rice.  

Wash pumpkins; cut a 3-in. circle around each 

stem. Remove tops and set aside. Remove and 

discard loose fibers; save seeds for another use. 

Prick inside each pumpkin with a fork; sprinkle 

with salt and garlic powder. Stuff with sausage 

mixture; replace tops.  

Place in a 13-in. x 9-in. baking dish; add 1/2 in. of 

water. Bake, uncovered, at 350° for 30 minutes. 

Cover loosely with foil; bake 45-50 minutes 

longer or until tender. Cut each pumpkin into 

four wedges to serve. Yield: 8 servings. 

Just in time for Halloween 
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PAMP Newswatch is an opportunity to highlight PAMP Members that have been featured in the 

local or national media. This month’s article is a feature about PAMP Member, Bardines Country Smokehouse 

from a recent issue of the Tribune Review.  If you have an article for the PAMP Newswatch send it to: 

The meat is cut with preci-

sion. Each piece trimmed of 

fat to the liking of the cus-

tomer, leaving only the finest 

pork, beef, chicken, ham …. 

you name it. “The best meat makes the best meals,” says Gary 

Bardine, owner of Bardine's Country Smokehouse in Crabtree, as he 

stands in front of the shelves filled with a huge selection of items for 

that next delicious dinner. “Every piece of meat is cut fresh, and it's 

of the highest quality.” That's certainly evident by the more than 200 

awards Bardine's has won displayed on the walls. Bardine's has gar-

nered nine Best of Show honors from the Pennsylvania Association 

of Meat Processors and American Association of Meat Processors. In 

July, Bardine's won the Cured Meat Excellence Award, which it also 

won two years ago, at the American Cured Meat Championship in 

Lexington, Ky., and won nine individual product awards.  
 

Bardine, 48, started the business in 1992. He says he takes the 

awards as compliments, but also understands they are “someone's 

opinion.” He must be doing something right, having been recognized 

on so many occasions. “What makes Gary such a successful meat 

processor is the fact that he is a student of his business and his work 

ethic,” says Jonathan A. Campbell, extension meat specialist and as-

sistant professor at Penn State University. “Gary takes the time to 

learn the details of what it takes to make award-winning products.  

“He is never satisfied with ‘good enough,' and is mindful of long-term 

impacts. Gary took the time to travel to visit other meat processors 

and create relationships with other successful butchers. ... When a 

student gains practical knowledge and applies it with the work ethic 

that Gary has, awards happen. The small items make the difference.”  
 

Bardine, who is a former president of the Pennsylvania Association of 

Meat Processors, says he pays attention to detail and often attends 

seminars so he can continue to learn and get better. He also buys 

the top-of-the-line equipment and hires employees who share his 

passion for good food. It's all about doing the little things right, 

Bardine says. “What I am selling you here is nowhere near what you 

would get at a grocery store,” Bardine says. “I have really good peo-

ple who work here. And the customers are wonderful. They come 

from everywhere, and we definitely appreciate their business.”  
 

Bardine credits dedicated workers and loyal customers to his suc-

cess. Chef Kristin Matthews from Hempfield says she likes learning 

this side of the food industry. She makes a lot of the prepared foods 

as well as cuts meat to order. “I like the variety, and the fact every-

thing is made here,” says Matthews, whose roasted-garlic-stuffed 

meatballs are a customer favorite. “I have freedom to make what I 

want.”  
 

“I like everything about working here,” says meat cutter Allen Rey-

nolds, of Trafford. “I have been to lots of butcher shops … and this 

one puts the highest quality out there. This is like the mom and pop 

store where I started. I dreamed about finding another place to work 

at like the one I started in and I found Bardine's. It's a quality place to 

work.”  

 

The meat is top-of-the-line, says 

Sister Benjamin Merlotti, of the 

Apostles of the Sacred Heart of 

Jesus, from Clelian Heights School 

for Exceptional Children, in Del-

mont. “This is a family-owned com-

munity store catering to the locals,” 

she says. “Everything is fresh, and 

it's so clean in here. They offer the 

highest quality, and it's consistent.”  
 

Bardine grew up on a 90 acre farm — where some of the meat still 

comes from — and his dad Robert gave him 10 acres to build the 

store. Robert Bardine and his late father, Albert “Stagno” Bardine, 

both owned slaughter houses, so Gary Bardine grew up knowing 

good cattle. His brother Steve, who lives in Michigan and is an engi-

neer, helped design the store, which includes 50 feet of meat cases 

and shelves of jerky, snack sticks and cheese.  
 

Hot Italian sausage links are $4.49 a pound, center cut pork chops 

are $3.69 a pound and sirloin steaks go for $9.99 a pound.  
 

“I know customers who come from far away to buy meat here, be-

cause it's exceptionally fresh,” says Greensburg resident Carol 

DeMico. “Once you buy meat here, you won't buy it anywhere else. 

It just doesn't compare to a grocery store. If you want something cut 

special they will do it for you.”  
 

Holidays are a busy time with Bardine's selling 1,100 to 1,200 hams 

at Christmas, 800 hams at Easter and 500 fresh turkeys at Thanksgiv-

ing. They have three smokehouses that run pretty much every day, 

non-stop during the holidays.  There is a six-week wait for a side of 

beef because they are dry-aged for 21 days, but it's worth it, custom-

ers say.  
 

They don't sell venison and won't skin or cut any deer, but will proc-

ess it into snack sticks, smoked sausages, jerky or fresh sausage for 

customers.  
 

“Butchers are a dying art,” Bardine says. “I would be happy to train 

anyone who would like to learn how to be a butcher. I really like to 

do it. I have a passion for it. I am literally obsessed with it.” He takes 

what he's learned and puts that to use to help others by giving semi-

nars.  
 

“When people ask me about the success of the store, I was thinking 

about a statement my brother made,” Bardine says. “We are an al-

ternative to factory-made food, with all wholesome ingredients pro-

duced in small batches, hand crafted by artisans using old world reci-

pes.”  

 

JoAnne Klimovich Harrop is a Tribune-Review staff writer.  

Reach her at 724-853-5062 or jharrop@tribweb.com or  

via Twitter @Jharrop_Trib.  
 
 











What if Amazon and Cargill had a business model 

baby? Or Kane Beef. Or Simmons Foods. Or any 

packer with a pulse on the future of food retail. 

Given Amazon’s recent acquisition of Whole 

Foods, forward thinkers should consider 

how traditional business models might be 

outdated. What does the optimal business 

model or meat supply chain look like in the 

Amazon era? Let’s imagine a scenario where Amazon teams 

up with a packer in a big way. 
 

Amazon brings the following core competencies to the table: 

-  Expansive customer base of loyal, consistent customers 

-  Unparalleled warehouse and distribution innovation 

-  A playbook to dominate new segments 

-  A data based approach to supply chain/customer facing innovation 
 

While the packer brings the core competencies of 

-  Processing capability   -  Product innovation   -  Market knowledge 

-  Quality control           -  Food safety expertise 
 

The old school supply chain model insists that he who has the most 

information and the most slaughter capacity or customers “wins”.  

Imagine that as increasingly sophisticated analytics drive costs out of 

the supply chain for packer and retailer, several results emerge: 
 

1) Consumer demand for meat increases as the price goes down. 

Using their Amazon Prime membership, the consumer stops buying 

meat at Walmart or Kroger unless they’re in a bind and need last 

minute meat for supper - now its all Amazon all the time because of 

that perfect combination of better service and better prices. 

2) Amazon increases market share in meat, quickly outpacing tradi-

tional retailers through rapid category growth fueled by supply chain 

alignment, optimized product offering, and dy-

namic pricing. 

3) The packer increases market share as Amazon 

grows. Although the packer realizes a lower sales 

price per pound, as a result of removing the volume 

risk that packers inherently assume by dealing with 

retailers and reducing distribution costs, the packer’s 

margin per pound actually increases. Consumers begin 

to associate the packer’s brand with Amazon, innovation, and the 

future carving out mind space and increased brand loyalty. 

4) I’d suggest that by better marketing the whole universe of cuts to 

the whole universe of consumers, there’s a very real opportunity to 

increase the total revenue stream available from the carcass.  Today 

the carcass is marketed based on historical practices: It’s week 37 so 

we are going to run a chuck roast feature because that’s what we’ve 

always done.  But moving to an optimized model where features are 

determined based on a host of forward looking factors could in-

crease the total revenue stream available. 

5) There is an enhanced opportunity to better educate consumers 

around using different cuts with recipes, ingredient ordering capabili-

ties, etc., and all that based on preference and suggestion; just like 

Amazon does with books.  You’ve ordered chuck roast along with 

bell peppers and onions so maybe you’d buy a round roast alongside 

mushrooms and garlic. You see how this plays out, don’t you? 
 

This isn’t the Star Trek version of the meat industry or a laughable 

fantasy.  This kind of partnership could emerge any moment. Will 

food retailers and packers get in front of the curve building on exist-

ing relationships to break down traditional bottlenecks and leverage 

data analytics to pre-emptively transform the supply chain? 

Reprinted from  Janette Barnard's Blog - The Top Line from www.meatingplace.com 













 
 

George Lapsley Ent. 

 
Phone: (267) 221-2426 
Fax: (215) 766-1687 
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glapsley@comcast.net 
www.getfoodhelp.net 
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Apex Packaging Solutions, Honesdale, PA 
GDavis@ApexPkg.com, 215 872 1779 
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SKINLESS 

SHRINK BAGS 

HAM NETTING 

BUTCHER TWINE 

CLIPS AND LOOPS 

VACUUM POUCHES 

VENISON  

SAUSAGE 

NOT FOR SALE 
YOUR COMPANY NAME 

YOUR ADDRESS 

PHONE (201) 939-3335 

CUSTOM PRINTING 

www.globecasing.com 

Sausage Casing 
 

FIBROUS 
Summer Sausage, Venison Bologna 

 

COLAGEN 
Ring Bologna, Snack Sticks 

 

PLASTIC CASING 
Fresh, Cooked & Frozen Patties 

TOLL FREE (888) 211-0989 
368 PATERSON PLANK ROAD CARLSTADT, NJ 07072 

E-mail: sales@globecasing.com 





Like Stephen Stills’ lyrics, 

“There’s something hap-

pening here, what it is 

ain’t exactly clear…” 

there’s change a foot   

in the food delivery 

and preparation business 

and that means change for 

us in the meat and poultry 

business—finally.  Meal kits, 

while exciting new food prod-

ucts are really just another change in food 

retailing.  It’s the fact that there is change that excites me. New com-

panies like Blue Apron, Home Chef, HelloFresh and others are defin-

ing a new subculture known as meal kits.  Just as profound as the rise 

of these meal kit companies is the demise of the mainstream retailers 

like Kmart, Sears, J. C. Penny and now Toys R Us.  Are Kroger, Al-

bertson’s and even Whole Food Markets soon to follow as more and 

more consumers do less and less shopping? 
 

Changes are everywhere around us and I am trying to spur more and 

new changes in the meat and poultry industry be using the rise of 

meal kits as a metaphor for change. There are similar changes else-

where, too.  What about the fact that you don’t have to go to the ivy 

covered colleges we once aspired to attend because you now can get 

that same degree online?  No longer will there be an on campus 

Greek system for freshman to be hazed by as they will be doing all 

the work at home “hazed” by parents wondering if such a non-

campus system really is college.  That’s certainly a change. 
 

And, what about the rise of Amazon?  I just threw them in because 

they really are the progenitor of this shop-from-home movement. 

The rise of the meal kits is my metaphor for these changes.  I don’t 

know how many meal kit companies there are, but there are plenty 

of them and there are new ones on the horizon. Meal kits are new in 

so many ways.  I mean they are ready to cook, and not just packaged 

food, but meals of every stripe.  Gourmet meals, and food from far 

away exotic places that titillate the taste buds and yet they are easy 

to prepare. 
 

If it’s my metaphor for change, just what is a meal kit anyway?  Well, 

the accepted and unrefined definition courtesy of our friends at 

Wikipedia is, “An alternate type of meal delivery service is a meal kit, 

which distributes ingredients and recipes that customers prepare 

themselves.”  This means that the meal is ready to be assembled and 

cooked by, you guessed it, someone in a kitchen that’s not a restau-

rant.  No need to find a recipe nor go to the store and purchase all 

the ingredients.  It’s all there in one convenient package. But, the real 

metaphor I am referring to is change.  If you think about it, we in the 

meat and poultry industry have been doing and marketing things the 

same old way with few new iterations for literally hundreds of years.  

Sure, we now have beef jerky, but so did Lewis and Clark. 
 

Is a similar change coming in our meat and poultry industries not just 

to accommodate meal kits but to respond to the consumer challenge 

of all those “fancy” marketing words we keep hearing like conven-

ience and flavor, etc.?  What changes in our products and processes, 

if any, will put us on the frontline of a meat marketing evolution? 
 

Metaphors aside, what I am saying is that change has got to become 

our life blood.  So, here is my old adage that personifies the lack of 

change:  “If you always do what you always did, you always get what 

you always got.”  Now if you’re satisfied with what you always got, 

keep doing the same old things.  But, if you are bold enough to 

change and try new things, you may just change an industry.   
 

Try something new; like meal kits. 

 

 

10 COUNCIL AVE. 

WHEATLAND, PA 16161 

www.joshen.com 

JOSHEN IS A FULL LINE  
SUPPLIER TO THE MEAT  
PROCESSING INDUSTRY: 

CONTACT JOSHEN FOR A  
SALES CONSULTATION  1-800-334-8430 

 PLASTIC MEAT FILM 

 FOAM MEAT TRAYS 

 LABELS 

 SANITATION & BACKROOM 

CHEMICALS 

 POLY MEAT BAGS 

 FULL LINE OF SPICES 

 AND MORE…... 

 

Rich Wessels 
General Manager 

(314) 968-3991 
FAX: 1-314-968-1240 

E-MAIL rwessels@moundtool.com  

MOUND TOOL COMPANY 
ESTABLISHED 1899 

 

9301 WATSON IND. PART / ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63126 U.S.A. 
www.moundtool.com  

Reprinted from  Mark Grave’s Blog,  

Meat Your Market from www.meatingplace.com 



Made in Germany 

Supplying a Full Range of Machines for Slaughter 

Plants and Industrial Meat Processing Factories 

There are few people in life that you come across who make an in-

delible impression. Temple Grandin is one of those rare, special peo-

ple. It’s no wonder she was selected by Time magazine as one of the 

"100 Most Influential People in the World.” On August 29th, I at-

tended Dr. Grandin’s 70th birthday party at Colorado State Univer-

sity. The celebration was organized by several of her current and 

past students. One of the big takeaways from all the conversations 

and speeches I heard was just how devoted Temple is to the people 

she works with in the worlds of agriculture and autism.  
   

I asked a few people who know Temple to share their thoughts: 

     Janet Riley at the North American Meat Institute: “There is never 

a bad time or a wrong time to solve an animal welfare issue.  I have 

spoken to Temple in foreign countries at all hours when a member 

needed help. She has reviewed videos on weak internet connections 

in remote places to try to offer advice and feedback.  Her commit-

ment to animal welfare and the meat industry is remarkable and ri-

valed only by her commitment to helping people with autism and 

helping any child, really, with unique learning needs.” 

     Helen Kline, a grad student who also works at CSU, said, “Dr. 

Temple Grandin is a modern-day titan in both the autism and agricul-

tural communities. I first met Temple as a freshman at Texas A&M.  

She spoke about common agricultural practices and how her autism 

allows her to see the world in a different way. I walked away from 

that presentation with a passion to pursue new, innovative ideas to 

benefit the agricultural industry, and a new understanding of how my 

own autistic little sister perceives the world.” 

     Dr. Lily Edwards-Callaway said, “I didn’t grow up in agriculture so 

when I moved to Colorado to pursue my PhD I had very little live-

stock experience. I remember calling Dr. Grandin from my graduate 

student office at the University of Rhode Island to ask about graduate 

school opportunities. I honestly didn’t think that I’d be lucky enough 

to have the opportunity to work with Dr. Grandin but she took me 

to my first slaughter facility, feedlot, sale barn, and the list goes on. 

Over the years, Temple and I have grown to be great friends. Com-

ing back to Colorado State University to work alongside my mentor 

and friend has been such a special opportunity.” 

Temple credits her mother's ability to know how to stretch her just 

far enough so she didn't panic. That approach helped her grow as a 

person. ‘Never throw a child into the deep end of the pool,’ she says. 

‘Instead, stretch them outside of their comfort zone just enough that 

they grow with each experience.’”  I asked Temple about her future 

plans and she said, “I plan to keep teaching my class on livestock be-

havior and design of facilities, and continue being a PAACO animal 

welfare auditor instructor.  My schedule is packed with travel and 

doing presentations at colleges.  Many of these talks discuss how 

different kinds of minds can work together.”Thankfully, Temple’s 

nowhere close to retiring. She’s still passionate about the work and 

her influence seems to be as strong as ever, extending through the 

people she has mentored.  Has she influenced you? 

Reprinted from Gregory Bloom’s Blog, The Meat Business from www.meatingplace.com 



The Problem Turn on the television nowadays and it is likely 

you will come across a story about a food recall due to con-

tamination. The sad fact is, as well controlled and regulated as 

the meat industry is by USDA, FSMA, HACCP audits and the 

like, 3,000 PEOPLE DIE in the US EVERY YEAR FROM FOOD 

POISONING. The CDC states that in addition, 128,000 are 

hospitalized and 48 million get sick every year from foodborne 

pathogens. Some of this is in part due to Listeria and other 

bacteria that thrive in the holes, cracks, and worn spots in 

your plant flooring. So why do meat processors allow their 

flooring to get that way? The meat industry is extremely tough 

on floors. On a daily basis, floors are subjected to thermal 

shock [hot washdowns on cold floors] physical abuse from 

pallet jacks, tubs, buggies, and forklifts, and chemical attack 

from meat acids and sanitation chemicals. This abuse wears 

out most concrete floors in a few years. 
 

Resinous Flooring Most food processors have tried epoxy 

and cementitious urethane overlayments with limited success. 

Epoxy formulations are too rigid, will not handle the thermal 

shock from hot washdowns, and delaminate. Cementitious 

urethanes are so porous that everything that spills on the 

floor ends up being absorbed into the overlayment, ultimately 

causing holes, cracks, and delamination. In a survey taken in 

2013, the average resinous floor installed in the food process-

ing industry lasted LESS THAN 5 YEARS!  Additionally, both 

of these formulas require 24 hours [after installation is com-

pleted] to reach substantial curing and do not completely cure 

for 7 DAYS! Who can afford to shut down for that long? Most 

companies start back up long before curing has taken place, 

compromising the overlayment’s ability to perform per specifi-

cation. 
 

The Silikal Difference Silikal’s proprietary slip-resistant 

formula [similar in chemistry to Plexiglas] has no pores or 

pinholes. Therefore, nothing will penetrate the surface. This is 

why Silikal outlasts and outperforms every other floor in a 

food processing environment. We have customers with 25 

year-old floors that look and perform like new!  Silikal flooring 

cures in one hour – at temperatures down to -25°F! This 

means that a Silikal installation can be fit into your schedule – 

often without loss of production – saving your company thou-

sands! 
 

 Silikal floors are installed by business partners that have been  

 field-trained by company employees. You can be sure that 

with Silikal, your floors will be properly installed to provide 

your company many years of trouble-free service – and we 

have a guarantee to back it up! 

Innovative 
Industrial 
Process 

800.554.7491 



 
 

 

Directory Correction: Mark Schad Online—the correct website is 

www.markschadonline.com  

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASSIFIEDS 
If you would like to add items, feel free to email or call me 

with the details.  Also, be sure to let me know if any items 

need to be removed to keep the listings current. 

 
 

FOR SALE: 1992 Handtmann VF 200 

12 vane - Heavy Duty Meat Pump - Brand New Control Panel & MC 

Panel - New Rebuilt Bush Vacuum Pump, and wiring schematics gone 

thru 2 mo. ago. Just Serviced last Summer for 3000 hours by Handtmann 

Tech. Works Great - too big for my production at this point. Looking for 

Smaller Handtmann. This machine is a workhorse and can be sold with 

or without the linking assembly ( Linking assembly new in 2006 ). Asking 

$30,000 for Stuffer Only; Asking $37,500 for Stuffer and Linking Assem-

bly Call Tom at 570-279-3534 for more details. 
 

FOR SALE:  Brine Pump 

TOP of the LINE:  Commercial, like new Brine Pump. (Waterproof 

Motor) Excellent condition. Stainless steel pump.  Add instant value to 

your products.  4 prong needle holder with 3 sets of needles.   

$2250 or Best Offer!! UPS Shipping Available.  Call:1-518-669-6111 
 

FOR SALE:  Walk in Cooler: 20x20, 16x36 2- 4’ sliders, 2-36” 

entrance door. With refrigeration.  Like New only used  

1 ½ years. $20,000.00  Call Jeff @ 302-734-5447. 
 

FOR SALE:   

Hollymatic 200 patty maker with 3 plates and cart $800.00 Call 

Jake @ 570-689-2350. 
 

FOR SALE:   

Heat Seal Packaging Machine, Purchased new in 2007.  Great Con-

dition. We loved using it to heat seal our venison products up 

through this past season.  Just purchased a roll stock and no longer 

need this machine.  Can email photo if desired. $10,000. Call 

Dwight @ 215-262-2305 or elyfamily5@msn.com. 
 

FOR SALE:   

Vacuum Packing Machine, 2009 Sipromac 450A 3 Phase, Single 

Chamber.  Good Condition. $2800 call Joe @ 845-876-6306. 
 

FOR SALE:   

SOUTHERN PRIDE XLR 1400, NATURAL GAS, 120 VOLT 

30 RACKS ON CASTERS - $16,500.00 TOM 412 551 8551 
 

FOR SALE:   

Commercial Ham Presses, $25 each, call Gary Karas @ 

724-468-5811  -  kountrykows@windstream.net 
 

FOR SALE:  Globe Slicer - Model 725 - Manual or Automatic 

Runs on 110 - Like New in excellent condition. 

$2,500.00. Call Floyd @ 570-254-6921 
 

FOR SALE:   

Hollymatic Tumbler 100lbs - $4000 ;   

Hollymatic Super 54 Patty Machine s.s. base - $4500 

Famco Mini Linker 4” - $1500  

Call Tom Miller @ 412-551-8551 

 

FOR SALE:   

Hobart Meat Saw   Model 5212 single phase   New motor $2500 

Karcher Pressure Washer HSD900    $950 

Call Bill  570-277-6971 

A Warm Welcome to New Members 

Bostrom Farms 

John Walton 

2200 State Route 5 & 20 

Stanley, NY 14561 

585-526-2035 
 

Dave’s Country Meats 

Neil Bossola 

1359 Pittsburgh Road 

Valencia, PA 16059 

724-898-3280 
 

mailto:elyfamily5@msn.com

